Introduction
Recent approaches make use of logic programming (LP), and in particular LP with explicit negation (extended logic programming{XLP) 13, 8, 9] , to solve and represent nonmonotonic reasoning problems 20, 17] . The aim of this paper is to enlarge in an uni ed way the scope of XLP applications to diagnosis, and to declarative debugging. The expressive power of XLP to do so is attained by allowing would be contradictory programs to be adequately revised by a contradiction removal semantics which withdraws assumptions that support contradiction and revises them to false.
We elaborate on the work of 15, 16] on contradiction removal of extended logic programs (CRSX), and also show how Reiter's algorithm DIAGNOSE 25, 10] is used to implement a sound contradiction removal algorithm based on the Well Founded Semantics meta-interpreters of 19, 18] , so as to obtain three-valued revisions (to the unde ned truth-value) of (negative) assumptions. To obtain a two-valued revision, assumptions are changed instead into their complements. Since this may introduce fresh contradictions, the contradiction removal algorithm must be iterated. So the algorithm consists of iterated two-valued partial revisions as directed by three-valued revision oppurtunities.
As a result we obtain more accumulating evidence that a large class of problems can be solved with a contradiction removal approach. Its relationship to abduction is studied in 1, 14] . In short, minimal contradiction removal is comparable to maximal consistent abduction.
3] uni es the abductive and consistency-based approaches to diagnosis, and so, for generality, we present a methodology that transforms a diagnostic problem of 3] into an extended logic program and solve it with contradiction removal. Another unifying approach to diagnosis with logic programming 23] uses Generalised Stable Models 11] . They present criticisms of Console and Torasso's approach which do not carry over to our representation, ours having the advantage of a more expressive language: explicit negation as well as negation as failure.
We also set forth a method to debug pure Prolog programs, showing that declarative debugging 12] can be envisaged as contradiction removal, and providing a simple and clear solution to this problem. Furthermore we show how diagnostic problems can be solved with contradiction removal applied to the artifact's representation in logic plus observations. Declarative debugging can be used to diagnose blueprint speci cations of artifacts.
Section 2 describes the language and notation adopted. Section 3 recaps CRSX and present the new two-valued contradiction removal de nitions and algorithms. Sections 4 and 5 apply these procedures to diagnostic problems and to declarative debugging. All examples and algorithms were implemented and successfully tested using a Prolog meta-interpreter.
Language
Given a rst order language Lang, an extended logic program is a set of rules and integrity rules of the form H B 1 ; : : : ; B n ; not C 1 ; : : : ; not C m (m 0; n 0) where H; B 1 ; : : : ; B n ; C 1 ; : : : ; C m are objective literals, and in integrity rules H is ? (contradiction 
Contradictory Well Founded Model
To revise contradictions we need to identify the contradictory sets of consequences implied by applications of CWA. The main idea is to compute all consequences of the program, even those leading to contradictions, as well as those arising from contradictions. Furthermore, the coherence principle 2. :a and a hold from 1 and rules (i) and (ii). 3 . not a and not :a hold from 2 and inference rule (CP).
4. d and e hold from 2 and rules (iii) and (iv). 5. not d and not e hold from 3 and rules (iii) and (iv), as they are the only rules for d and e. De nition 3.2 (Revisables) The revisables of a program P are the elements of a chosen subset of Rev(P), the set of all default literals not L having no rules for L in P, and so true by CWA.
Next we identify the revisables supporting contradiction. Their revision to unde ned can remove contradiction, by withdrawing the support of CWAs on which it rests, and doesn't introduce new contradictions. But rst we de ne support of a literal in general; intuitively, a support of a literal consists of the literals in nodes of a derivation for it in the pseudo WFM: Notice that the other possibility of choosing literals for SS(not b); i.e. We de ne a spectrum of possible revisions using the notion of hitting set:
De nition 3.5 (Hitting set) A hitting set of a collection C of sets is formed by the union of one non-empty subset from each S 2 C. A hitting set is minimal i no proper subset is a hitting set. If fg 2 C, C has no hitting sets.
De nition 3.6 (Removal set) A removal set of a literal L of a program P wrt revisables set R is a hitting set of all assumption sets AS(L; R).
We can revise contradictory programs by unde ning the literals of a removal set of ? (a removal set literal not L is unde ned in P by adding to it the inhibition rule L not L). This de nes the possible revisions of a contradictory program. We answer the third question by prefering to unde ne minimal sets of revisables:
De nition 3.7 (Contradiction removal set) A contradiction removal set of P wrt revisables R is a a minimal removal set of ? wrt R. Example 3.3 (cont.) The 
Contradiction Removal with Two-valued Assumptions
In this section we perform contradiction removal by adding to the original program default complements of revisables (instead of unde ning them by adding inhibition rules), thereby revising default assumptions from true to false. For simplicity we assume R = Rev(P):
De nition 3.9 (Set of assumptions of a program) A set A of objective literals is a set of assumptions of program P i 8L 2 A ) not L 2
Rev(P).
De nition 3.10 (Submodel of a prog. wrt a set of assumptions)
Let A be a set of assumptions of P. The Submodel of P wrt A, SubM(A), is the (possibly contradictory) pseudo Well Founded Model of P A.
De nition 3.11 (Set of revising assumptions of a program) A set of assumptions A of P is a set of revising assumptions i ? 6 2 SubM(A); A is a 2-valued revision of P. Otherwise A is a set of non-revising assumptions.
Adding the default complement of CRSs as of positive assumptions to a logic program may lead to new contradictions. The revision process must be iterated. The power of this form of contradiction removal rests on this feature.
Computing Minimal Revising Assumptions
Now we present an iterative algorithm to compute the minimal sets of revising assumptions of a program P wrt a set of revisables R, which is sound and complete for the nite case. Intuitively, this algorithm rests on a repeated application of the algorithm to compute the CRSs of the original program (assuming the original program is revisable, otherwise the algorithm stops after the rst step). To each CRS there corresponds a set of revised assumptions obtained by taking the default complement of their elements. The algorithm then adds, non-deterministically, one at a time, each of these sets of assumptions to the original program. One of three cases occurs: (1) the program thus obtained is non-contradictory and we are in the presence of a possibly minimal revising set of assumptions; (2) the new program is contradictory and non-revisable (and this fact is recorded by the algorithm to prune out other contradictory programs obtained by it); (3) the new program is contradictory but revisable and this very same algorithm is iterated until we nitely attain one of the two other cases. In the end, the minimal revising sets of assumptions obtained can be used to revise the original program to non-contradictory ones. This algorithm can terminate after executing only one step (i = 1) when the program is either non-contradictory or contradictory and non-revisable. This contradiction removal process is very similar to abduction and it can be shown that algorithm 3.1 is NP-complete like other abductive procedures 2, 6, 26].
Application to Declarative Debugging
We can apply contradiction removal to perform debugging of terminating pure Horn Prolog programs, assuming a program stands for its ground version. In 21] we generalize to normal programs.
Besides looping there are only two other kinds of error 12]: wrong solutions and nitely missing solutions.
Debugging Wrong Solutions
Consider the buggy program P, where a(2) succeeds wrongly:
What are the minimal causes of this bug? There are three: the second rule for a has a bug; b(2) should not hold in P; or neither c(1; X) nor c(2; 2) should hold in P.
This type of error (and its causes) is easily detected using contradiction removal by means of a simple transformation applied to the original program: Add default literal not ab i ( X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n ]) to the body of each i-th rule of P, where n is its arity and X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n its head arguments.
Applying this program transformation to P we get the new program P 1 : a(1) not ab 1 ( 1] ). b(2) not ab 3 ( 2] ). c(1,X) not ab 5 If p(X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n ) succeeds wrongly in P add to P 1 fact :p(X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n ), and revise P 1 to nd the minimal possible causes of the wrong solution, using as revisables all not ab i =1 literals.
Example 4.1 a(2) wrongly succeeds in P; adding :a(2) to P 1 we get minimal revisions fab 1 ( 2] )g, fab 3 ( 2])g and fab 5 Suppose that you are sure the rst rule for c=2 is correct and also the rules for b. So you add fvalid(c(1; X)); valid(b(2)); valid(b(3))g to P 1 and get the only minimal revision fab 2 ( 2] )g.
It is also possible to explicitly state some rule is correct by adding :ab i ( ).
Debugging Missing Solutions
Suppose now a program should succed on some goal but nitely fail. This is the missing solution problem. Say, for instance, a(4) should succeed in program P above. Which are the minimal sets of facts that added to P make a(4) succeed ? a(4) or b(4). Such su cient solutions identify uncovered goals.
To nd this type of bug it su ces to add for each predicate p with arity n the rule to P 1 : p(X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n ) missing(p(X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n )). Then all that's needed to state q has missing solution q(X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n )
is to add to P 1 the integrity rule ? not q(X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X n ). Then a contradiction arises, and P 1 is revised, using as revisables not missing(A), for all atoms A. Example 4.2 The transformed program P 1 is P plus the rules:
To nd the possible causes of the missing solution to a(4), add integrity rule ? not a(4) and obtain, as expected, the two minimal revisions fmissing(a(4))g and fmissing(b(4))g.
The ltering of revisions can be done by asserting facts :missing(X),
to the e ect that X is not a missing solution. Finally, the two program transformations can be applied simultaneously in order to achieve the detection and correction of both types of errors. The two sets of revisables can be conjoined without problem, as the two types of error don't interfere in Horn programs. The debugging of normal programs 21] makes simultaneous use of both, in a straightforward way.
Application to Diagnosis
In this section we describe a general program transformation that translates diagnostic problems (DP), in the sense of 3], into logic programs with integrity rules. By revising this program we obtain the diagnostic problem's minimal solutions, i.e. the diagnoses. The unifying approach of abductive and consistency-based diagnosis presented by these authors enables us to represent easily and solve a major class of diagnostic problems using twovalued contradiction removal. Similar work has been done by 23] using Generalised Stable Models 11] .
We start by making a short description of a diagnostic problem as dened in 3, 5] . A DP is a triple consisting of a system description, inputs and observations. The system is modelled by a Horn theory describing the devices, their behaviours and relationships. In this diagnosis setting, each component of the system to be diagnosed has a description of its possible behaviours with the additional restriction that a given device can only be in a single mode of a set of possible ones. There is a mandatory mode in each component modelled, the correct mode, that describes correct device behaviour; the other mutually exclusive behaviour modes represent possible faulty behaviours. Having this static model of the system we can submit to it a given set of inputs (contextual data) and compare the results obtained with the observations predicted by our conceptualized model. Following 3] the contextual data and observation part of the diagnostic problem are sets of parameters of the form parameter(value) with the restriction that a given parameter can only have one observed valued.
From these introductory de nitions 3] present a general diagnosis framework unifying the consistency-based and abductive approaches. These authors translate the diagnostic problem into abduction problems where the abducibles are the behaviour modes of the various system components. From the observations of the system two sets are constructed: + , the subset of the observations that must be explained, and ? = f:f(X) : f(Y ) is an observation, for each admissible value X of parameter f other than Y g. A diagnosis is a minimal consistent set of abnormality hypotheses, with additional assumptions of correct behaviour of the other devices, that consistently explain some of the observed outputs: the program plus the hypotheses must derive (cover) all the observations in + consistent with ? . By varying the set + a spectrum of di erent types of diagnosis is obtained.
We show that it is always possible to compute the minimal solutions of a diagnostic problem by computing the minimal revising assumptions of a simple program transformation of the system model. An observation is made of the system, and it is known that the engine is on and that there is oil below the car. The authors study two abduction problems corresponding to this DP :
1. + = foil below car(present)g and ? = fg (Poole' To solve abduction problem 1 it is necessary to add the following rules:
? not oil below car(present). correct(oil cup) not ab(oil cup). holed(oil cup) ab(oil cup),fault mode( oil cup, holed ).
The above program has only one minimal revision fab(oil cup); fault mode(oil cup; holed)g as wanted.
To solve the second problem, the transformed program has the same rules of the program for problem P, except the integrity constraint{it is not necessary to cover any set of obervations. The program thus obtained is non-contradictory having minimal revision fg.
Next, we present the general program transformation which turns a diagnostic abduction problem into a contradiction removal problem. with revisables fault mode(c i ; b j ) and ab(c i ).
We don't give a detailed proof of this result but take into consideration:
Rule 1 ensures that, for each consistent set of assumptions, obs(v) 2 + must be entailed by the program. Rule 2 guarantees the consistency of the sets of assumptions with ? . Rules 4 and 5 deal and generate all the possible mutually exclusive behaviours of a given component. Finally, in no revision there appears the literal fault mode(c; correct), thus guaranteeing that minimal revising assumptions are indeed minimal solutions to the DP.
The concept of declarative debugging, see section 4, can be used to aid in the development of logic programs and in particular to help the construction of behavioural models of devices. Firstly, a Prolog prototype or blueprint of the component is written and debugged using the methodology presented in that section. After the system is constructed, the diagnostic problems can be solved using contradiction removal as described above, in the correct blueprint.
Now we present an extended example of a classical, circuit diagnosis, and show its solution using our program transformation: Value consistency: :node(i,0) node(i,1). :node(i,1) node(i,0). Observed output of the circuit: node( i, 0 ). The minimal solutions to this problem are highlighted in the next gure.
As expected, the minimal revising assumptions fab(g1); ab(g2)g; ab(g3) and fab(g4)g are the minimal solutions to the diagnosis problem. 
